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Integrated approach and scientific management of the natural resources like soil,
water, plant, human, animal and environment is required for overall development and sustained
production. These natural resources can be best utilized and managed in an effective and gainful
manner through watershed approach (Ghose et.al., 2008). Some planning and development works of
these vital natural resources in an integrated manner on watershed basis in the NE Region has been
started since early seventies. Watershed management encompasses the concept of optimum
utilization of soil and water for agricultural production as well as applying together the technical
know-how, the people and the environment into a harmonious situation. Both natural resources and
the socio-economic situations of any watershed are to be given equal importance. Integrated
management of natural resources on watershed basis is the right approach for sustainable
development for achieving goals like food security, poverty alleviation, and welfare of weaker
sections of the society. The precious and most important human resources remained largely untapped
particularly in rural areas and can be mobilized for the purposeful use of our physical, ecological,
and biological endowments through integrated watershed development and management
programmes. The watershed programme should aim at full employment of the people who are
struggling to earn their livelihood also they are not expected to pay attention to the conservation
strategy, unless their daily needs of food, fibre and fuel are met.
Concept of Watershed
Watershed is an area above a given point of a waterway, which contributes rainwater or runoff to flow through that point. Conceptually, watershed implies a drainage basin (fig.1) (Ghose et.al,
2008) .

Fig.1.Concept of watershed
Apparently the size of watershed can be as small as few hectares of a small drainage units or
as large as thousand of square kilometers for large basins. Some artistic terms such as macrowatershed, large watershed, small watershed, mini-watershed and micro-watershed are loosely used
to classify watershed in different sizes. The basin of the river Brahamputra is one of the macro1

watershed and a small drainage unit of a farmers plot may be the micro or mini-watershed. By way
of proper development and management of these micro or mini watersheds at the individual farmer’s
habituated area will ultimately lead towards management of the entire area of a particular drainage
system. However, this should be supported by the common property resources management
approaches through the efforts of the community, NGOs, government schemes etc. A watershed is
made up of physical and hydrological natural resources as well as human resources. Management of
watershed thus involves the rational utilization of land and water resources for optimum production
but with minimum hazards to natural and human resources. Therefore, watershed management is the
process of guiding and organizing land use and use of other resources to provide desired goods and
services without adversely affecting land and water bases. Interrelationship among land use, soil and
water, and the linkages between up hills and downstream areas are most important for better
management and optimum utilization of the resources. Watershed management programme aims at
dealing with rural poverty, developing programmes that protect and rehabilitate degraded areas,
particularly those that pose hazards to human life and welfare, making awareness to soil and water
conservation, developing community based organization that assist rural poor to implement soil and
water conservation measures and to improve their livelihood.
Development programmes such as dry land farming, drought-prone area development, ravine
reclamation, agro-technology development, etc should take place. Watershed approach is inevitable
in developmental programmes involving collection, storage and recycling of runoff water. However,
suitable eco-friendly methods to the local populace and the situations are to be applied for true and
all round agricultural development in the hills. The soil conservation measures as well as agroforestry systems etc. are to be generally planned and taken up in the areas retrieved from jhuming,
Bun cultivation etc.and all kind of traditional farming systems to provide protective cover to the
barren lands. These will help in prevention of soil erosion, improving water regime particularly of
the catchments areas and general restoration of the balance of ecology of nature.
Observations in NEH Region show soil loss under the widely practiced traditional farming
system of jhuming to be around 5.1 to 83.3 t/ha/year (Sathapathy, 2003), whereas treated mixed land
uses under watershed based Agri-horticulture with soil conservation measures like bench terracing
and half moon terracing etc. showed the soil loss to a tune of 1.22 t/ha/year only. Further, through
Agro-forestry interventions with adequate soil and moisture conservation measures can reduce the
soil loss by > 90 per cent as compared to the traditional systems in the watershed area. This way
watershed based land use systems on the steep slopes in the Region have shown the feasibility of
adopting at farmers level, towards full filling the aim and objectives of the resources management in
micro-watershed level.
Soil and water conservation measures
Agronomical and mechanical soil conservation measures for arable lands, non-arable lands
and agro-forestry systems including gully control measures on the steep hill slopes are the
approaches towards conservation of natural resources based on watershed. Agronomical soil
conservation practices are contour cropping/planting, contour strip cropping, crop rotation, green
manuring, cover cropping, mulching etc. that are generally followed on milder hill slopes.
In high hills and steep slopes the agronomical measures are not adequate alone. Specifically
when the steep slopes are to be cultivated certain mechanical or engineering soil and water
conservation measures are to be adopted in combination to agronomical measures. The bench
terracing, contour bunding for gradual development of terraces, half moon terracing, grass water
ways, drop pits, gully plugs, earth dams for water harvesting, contour trenching and staggered
trenching for forestry land uses, drainage line treatment structures etc. are common mechanical
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measures adopted for watershed and land use management systems. For crop cultivation
combination of all the conservation measures of agronomical, mechanical and agro-forestry systems
are to be adopted at the suitable situations which will provide full proof measures towards natural
resources management.
Water harvesting
Dug out-cum-embankment types of water harvesting structures are used for creating seasonal
and perennial ponds mainly at the foot hills of micro-watersheds. Only locally available materials
can be utilized in this work and the pond is created by embankment of earth dam with core wall
made of either masonry or impervious soil to check seepage in the middle of the designed section
and with proper height along with surplusing arrangement by way of constructing masonry spillway
etc. Provision of emergency earth spillway to handle peak flow must also be provided against over
topping of run off at one end or either end of the dam. Ponds so created have the manifold uses for
home use, irrigation, drip and sprinkler irrigations, animal uses, recreation purposes etc. Also
integrated fish farming like fishery + piggery, fishery + duckery and fishery + poultry rearing etc.
can be taken up profitably where the animal excretas can be fed to fishes for early growth and quick
income generation.
Drainage line treatments/gully control structures
Drainage line Treatment is one of the major components in the watershed management. In
order to check the erosion at the up stream of a drainage line and to prevent flow of sediment and
debris to down stream / valley land, the vegetative and mechanical measures like live checks,
bamboo/brush wood check dam, loose boulder check dams/gabion structures are suggested at the
upper reaches. Gully control structures, temporary, semi permanent and permanent, are used for
arresting silts, erosion and to protect/improvements gullies in the middle reaches structures like
Masonry Drop spill way, Chute spill ways, Diversion wall etc. to pass heavy storm of run off in safe
velocity in the high drops. Gully control structures (gabion) with locally available dry stone, wooden
and bamboo materials are used to control of gully erosion in agricultural field in the lower reaches.
Earthen gully plugs are also applicable under required vigilance, care and maintenances.
Background on Watershed Based Farming System Research:
Since establishment of the ICAR Research Complex for NEH Region in Barapani,
Meghalaya, work on two major research projects in the thirst area like multi-location trial of the
watershed based farming systems for their feasibility studies, feed back and adoption and creation of
models for multiplication by other Project Implementation Agencies (PIA) engaged in similar work
under the aegis of NWDPRA/WDPSCA, etc.,generation of feedback on efficacy of alternative land
use models at real user’s field and human resource development. A project on “Alternative Farming
System to replace Jhuming” was started at Byrnihat in 1975. Another project on “Micro-watershed
based land use planning for Hills” was started in 1983 at Umiam (Barapani) known as Farming
System Research Project (FSRP). Eight different micro-watershed based farming systems were
established and evaluated for last two decades under this FSRP. The suitable farming system models
have been developed on micro watersheds which are economically viable and sustainable. The
agronomic and mechanical conservation measures were employed to reduce the soil and water loss
from the cultivated field. Among them promising and most suitable systems are like agro-pastoral
farming system, agri-horti-silvipastoral farming system, livestock based farming system,
horticultural based land use system, horti-silvi farming system which are established with integration
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of livestock system in most of the cases and details of package and practices crops, vegetables on the
upland terrace and other integrated component of animals (cows, pigs, goats, fish), fodders, etc. are
formulated out.
Case studies – Model Watersheds implemented under NWDPRA
An effort has been made for transferring the available technologies to farmers’ field through
model watershed developments under the National Watershed Development Project for Rainfed
Areas (NWDPRA) funded by the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperation, DAC, Govt. of India,
New Delhi for a project period w.e.f 2003-04 to 2007-08 extended till 30 June, 2009. The selected
watersheds are one each at Meghalaya (Wah Umroi), Nagaland (Peren-Jalukie) and Sikkim (Sajung).
Wah Umroi Model Watershed
Wah Umroi Model Watershed is located at Ri-Bhoi Dist. of Meghalaya. The main watershed
comprises of 1612.5 ha. area out of which an area of 532.5 ha have been selected at five different
locations – Mawpun –I (77.5 ha) and Mawpun –II (137.5) ha , Umeit (22.5 ha), Umroi ( 235ha),
Mawthei (60 ha) for development models under NWDPRA.
PRA inputs at Wah Umroi Model watershed
The total population of the area is 2564 belonging to 441 families comprising villages of
Pyllun, Mawpun, Umeit, Umdohbyrthih, Umroi madan, Mawthei and Sohpetbneng. The average
size of the family is five. The entire population is tribal, the predominant being the Khasi tribe
Christian mainly dominates the villages with a few families of Nepali migrants who have either
married a local lady or have settled in this area. The literacy rate is about 71per cent. The majority of
the population is engaged in Bun cultivation for growing mainly ginger and other vegetable crops
and others are working as daily wage earners. Few people are either shopkeepers or engaged in small
business. Thus the main working population includes cultivators, agricultural labourers and people
engaged in livestock, fishing and allied activities like stone, sand quarrying etc.
Community organization of Wah Umroi Model Watershed
 One State level training programme for SHG was organized on 7th May 2004.
 An Entry Point Activity work for spring water utility has been constructed and made
operational at Umeit village.
 Wah Umroi Watershed Association (WA) an apex body has been formed and registered and
a Watershed Committee (W/C) was formed to implement the developmental works following
yearly action plan.
 13 SHGs have been formed and 10 are functioning at present taking care of different
components.
 Training and visits conducted to the WA, SHG members and watershed beneficiaries towards
awareness and developing knowledge and understanding. Different farmers training
programmes on seasonal vegetable cultivation, vegetable & oil seed cultivation, winter
vegetables cultivation, watershed management, Pig Production & Management and Farmers
Day cum training programme on Integrated Farming Systems have been conducted
benefiting 208 farmers altogether.
 An Exposure cum field visit programme for the farmers selected out of the Farmers Quiz
prize winners during training and other promising farmers in the watershed has been
conducted on 29.03.06 to Rural Resource Training Centre (RRTC), Umran, State
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Horticulture Farm, Umsining and the State Pig Breeding Farm, Kyrdemkalai in the Ri-Bhoi
District of Meghalaya. A total of 25 farmers benefited in this Exposure cum Field Visit
programme.
Inputs distribution
Piglets (110 nos.), poultry (1168 Kuroiler birds and above 1400 broiler birds) , improved
paddy seed (8 qtl), other crops and vegetable seeds like Maize (Hybrid)- 62kg, Improved Sweet
potato cuttings, Peas (Azad) -72kg, Lentil, Tomato (Rocky, Avinash) -133pkts (10gm), Capsicum
(California wonder)- 10pkts (200gm), Broccoli (Pushpa) -15pkts (10gm), Carrot (Kurda) -500gm,
Lettuce -1kg, Chilly (DMR)-250gm, Lady’s
finger (Bhushan) -1kg etc. are distributed to
beneficiaries of the watershed and farmers around watershed area.
Major works and programmes implemented in the model watershed are:
Introduction of mixed land use system (agri-horti-silvi pastoral, horti-silvi pastoral),
agronomical and mechanical soil conservation measures, water harvesting pond (9no.s)along with
sprinkler irrigation systems, low cost polyhouse for high value crops, animal components like
piggery, duckery, poultry, fishery, cows, household production systems for bee keeping, mushroom
cultivation have been taken up. Integration of poultry with fishery and integration of pigs with
fishery were developed. Mushroom units (2no.s) were set up one at Umdohbyrthih village and
other in Umdohbyrthih Hill slope. For demonstrating of low cost and improved housing upon
traditional type 2 (two) Pig sheds have been provided to the beneficiaries at Lumsohlang and
Umdohbyrthih (newsite), one rural processing unit has been established at Umdohbyrthih. Brocoli,
Cawliflower, Cabage and nursery under polyhouse have been introduced as diversified crops at
Mawpun watershed. On convergence of other project to the NWDPRA project one iron framed poly
house has been constructed under the Institutional Project on Plasticulture at Umkthih village
including plastic lining for one pond at Umroi sub-watershed. For protected cultivation, polyhouse
technology was introduced for cultivating strawberry at Umkhteih village and vegetable including
tomato cultivation at Umdohbyrthih successfully.
Important activities are depicted in plates 1-16

Plate.1.SHG meeting at Mawpun

Plate.2.Agri-horti-silvi pastoral system
at farmer’s field (Mawpun)
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Plate.3.Gradual development of terraces
at Mawpun

Plate.4.Water harvesting ponds at
Mawpun

Plate.5.Beans cultivation at Mawpun

Plate.6.Fishery cum duckery at Mawpun

Plate.7.Release of fingerlings at Mawpun

Plate.8.Mushroom cultivation by women SHG
at Umdohbyrthih

Plate.9 and 10.Integration of fishery cum piggery at Umdohbyrthih new site
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Plate.11 and 12.Integration of poultry-cum-fishery at Umdobyrthih new site

Plate.13.Vermi compost unit at Mawpun

Plate.14.Products (strawberry juice) from
processing unit maintained by women SHG at
Umdohbyrthih

Plate.15.Bee boxes for Mawthei village

Plate.16.Bee keeping training
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Soil Conservation components- in all sub-watersheds
Wherever applicable contour bunding, bench terracing, half moon terracing, contour
trenching, grass water ways (Plate 17-20) were adopted at suitable locations on slopes for soil
erosion control and water harvesting ponds on foot hills were created towards conservation of the
natural resources under the model sub-watersheds at Mawpun, Umroi, Umeit, Mawthei, Umroi
Umdohbyrthih.. Drainage line treatment structures (Plate 21-24) like drop spillway and retaining
wall, rectangular weir, rough stone dry pack check dam with sausage across gully, gabion structure
cum check dam, emergency spillway were constructed at Mawpun and Umdohbyrthih subwatershed for arresting soil erosion, harvesting of water, diversion of water for irrigation, water
resources development .

Plate.17.Contour
watershed

bunding

at

Umroi

Plate.19. Bench terraces at Mawpun

Sub- Plate.18.Plating Assam lemon in half moon
terrace at Mawpun

Plate.20. Sprinkler irrigation of crops on
terraces at Mawpun
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Plate.21. Drop spillway at Mawpun

Plate.22. Rectangular weir at Mawpun

Plate.23. Diversion wall with chute spillway
at Mawpun

Plate.24. Retention wall at Mawpun

Training and visit by outside agencies to the model watershed
The activities of the different components of the technological interventions are still going on
and drawn importance among the farming community as well as agricultural sector in the region.
The Meghalaya watershed is started serving as the Model Watershed for training and visit by all the
state implementing agencies like NWDPRA, WDPSCA, IWDP etc. from all over the region.
Constraints
Irregular fund flow in between project period hampered considerably implementation of
action plans, the fund was available after the mid term review by the Ministry in the fag end of the
project. The slow mind setting of the watershed beneficiaries takes time in actual development of the
programmes. Outbreak of bird flu disease and climate change factors detrimentally affected the
poultry as well other crop and vegetable productions which brought worries to farmers. Good quality
planting materials not available. Cutting down trees on slopes for log business but no mind
orientation for replanting.
Activities at Other Watersheds
Sajung model watershed:
Sajung Model watershed at Sikkim has an area of 453.97 ha comprising of three different
locations – Lower Sajung (205.5 ha), Upper Sajung (113 ha) and Rey (135.46 ha) for development
of models under NWDPRA. The total population of the area is 620 belonging to124 families
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comprising villages of Lower Sajung, Upper Sajung and Rey (Plate 25 and 26). Similiar integrated
watershed development programmes are carried out like entry point activity, forming Watershed
Development Society (2nos.), forming SHGs, conducting farmers training programmes, natural
resource management activities, farm production activities like in put distribution and crop, fish,
animals rearing demonstrations etc. , livelihood support activities to land less beneficiaries etc.

Plate.25.Sajung Model watershed view at Plate.26.Water harvesting
Sikkim
construction at Sajung

pond

under

Jalukie-Peren model watershed
A total of 515 ha. was earmarked for development. The watershed area is located in JalukiePeren, in Peren District of Nagaland having an altitude range from 200 to 1550 msl. The model
watershed is having 37 villages and 28000 beneficiaries development of models under NWDPRA.
The Integrated Watershed Development programmes are carried out like, forming
Cooperative Societies/ SHGs (1047) covering 28000 beneficiaries , conducting farmers training
programmes, natural resource management activities creating Water harvesting structures (4nos.),
farm production activities vegetables, horticultural crops, agroforestry programmes including input
distribution and crop, fish, animals rearing demonstrations etc., livelihood support activities to land
less beneficiaries etc. (Plates 27 and 28).
.
.

Plate.27.Water harvesting pond at Jalukie, Plate.28.Integration of duckery with fish at
Nagaland
Jalukie
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Nongpoh model watershed
Major components of farming introduced in an area of 10.0 ha land of Mazerallo Orphanage
Society near Nongpoh, Ri-Bhoi District, Meghalaya are like Integrated fish farming (fish-cum-pig
0.36 ha and fish-cum-duck - 0.16 ha), low land paddy - 2.50 ha, backyard poultry (Vanaraja), dairy,
rabbit rearing, goat rearing, multistoried AFS (3.6 ha), area under horti-pasture (3.38 ha) etc (Bhatt
et.al., 2005). Conservation measures like bunding, are done and water harvesting ponds (2nos.) with
surplusing arrangement of spillways are constructed. Pine apples (Kew Queen) are grown on slopes
successfully (Plate 29 to 32). Initial trend of production recorded were: fish- 34.5 q/ha, pig (12 nos.)9.60 q, duck (120 nos.)-2.00 q, milk -2.0 lit/day, poultry (48 nos.)-1.44 q, paddy-35.50 q/ha and
french bean- 65.5 q/ha

Plate.29.Model watershed view at Nongpoh

Plate.30.Spillway of pond at model watershed,
Nongpoh

Plate.31. Goats at model watershed, Nongpoh

Plate.32. Pigs at model watershed, Nongpoh

Impact of the project at Nongpoh model watershed
Mazerallo Orphanage Society is devoted to socio-economic upliftment of the rural folk of RiBhoi District. Earlier, the society was developing human resource only through the vocational
training on education and health. Now, they are disseminating the technology of integrated farming
system to the rural people on behalf of the institute. Almost every day, people of the surrounding
area, NGO’s, Village Headman, Govt. Officials and other dignitaries visit this farm. This farm is
giving a positive impact regarding the technology dissemination.
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Mawlangkhar watershed
Mawlangkhar watershed is located near Nongstoin, Meghalaya. To introduce integrated farming
systems ICAR has created 2(two) water harvesting ponds demonstrated scientific method of
integration of fish with other crops like potato and vegetable cultivations in the model watershed
(Annonymous 2009).The indigenous techniques of erosion control adopted on terrace riser is a
unique method with the farmers which can be followed in other similar areas (Plate.33 and34).

Plate.33.Ponds at Mawlangkhar
watershed

Plate.34.ITK- Erosion control technique
adopted on terrace riser at Mawlangkhar

Scope of ITKs in Integrated Watershed Development
There is ample scope of adopting some indigenous methods and techniques in suitable
locations in integrated watershed development and management programmes which certain farmers
do practice in specific pockets over the region like Zabo farming system practiced in Kikruma
villa, Phek district, Nagaland (Sonowal et. al., 1990) shown in Fig.2., valley land cultivation in the
Apatani plateau of Arunachal Pradesh (Prasad et.al., 1987) and bamboo drip irrigation (Singh
et.al.,1979) method practiced by the farmers of Jaintia Hills of Meghalaya etc..

Fig.2. A sketch on Zabo farming system practiced in Kikruma village of Nagaland
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Scope of Roof Water Harvesting on Slope and Its Efficient Use
The seepage loss of water particularly at upper ridges is very high. It was observed that the
water in unlined pond can not be retained even for 24 hours. Use of suitable lining material of the
water completely checked seepage loss through out the year in LDPE (250 micron) lined Jalkund
which is a promising micro-water harvesting structure. Silpaulin (250 GSM) can also be used for
controlling the seepage loss from the pond (Saha et.al., 2007). Jalkund may be constructed in
different sizes like 6000 lit, 9000 lit, 12000 lit, 20000 lit, up to 30000 lit capacity on up hills to grow
high value crops on season and off season. Utilization of water by pumping water from Jalkund for
drip irrigation to strawberry crop at water management farm at ICAR, Umiam is such an example.
The surface rain water or run off can easily be diverted to such plastic lined pond (Jalkund) with
arrangement of siltation tanks preferably in double stages. Also diversion of water to the jalkund can
be done from the roof of the houses nearby (Plates 35-38).

Plate.35.Micro rain/roof water harvesting
structure (Jalkund)

Plate.36.Pumping of water from Jalkund for drip
irrigation to strawberry

Plate.37. Silpaulin lined Jal Kund showing
with catchment and double stage siltation
tanks

Plate.38.Surface water ( run off) harvesting Jal
Kund along with catchments
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